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Features:

- Maximize Floor Space
- Customizable for variety of product 
 shapes and sizes.
- Large amounts of products can be 
 condensed into smaller amount 
 of vertical space.
- Easier to locate products
- Customizable locating software
- Flat panel display
- Locating software will free up 
 employees time
- Market products right to the customer 
 at the point of sale.
- Run advertisements using large over 
 head monitor or the user 
 interface touch screen monitor
- Many commercial applications

The CarrySale vertical carousel unit is customizable by the use of a wide variety of audio  
visual marketing capabilities. The right combination of these benefits and features are  
revolutionary, will increase sales, and give customers a fun & memorable experience.

Safety and Technical: 
The CarrySale unit has a triple redundant safety system incorporating mechanical and 
infrared safety devices to ensure your customer a safe and reliable experience. The unit 
is fully approved to UL standards and can be wired for 110 or 220 volt AC. It can also 
obtain network access through ethernet or wireless (802.11n).  The unit is designed for 
easy serviceability and long life. Most components are modular and “plug and play” 
allowing, again, for easy maintenance.  The unit can be incorporated into existing 
inventory systems and has RFID capabilities.

Other Potential:
The CarrySale has the ability to act as a kiosk that can be used as a tool to help a 
customer locate any product in a given store. This can be extremely useful especially 
in conjunction with the units marketing / advertising abilities. The unit can be interfaced 
with an almost endless amount of networks, hardware devices, security devices and 
inventory systems due to its universal Windows platform and modular design. Bar code 
scanners, help buttons and RFID scanners are all options that are not a problem with the 
CarrySale unit.  Modular components and the minimization of wearable parts in addition 
to a design that was executed with ease of maintenance at the forefront makes the 
CarrySale easy to service. The unit boasts a high degree of reliability.  The unit can also
be used in a variety of commercial applications including warehouse, storage and
assembly areas.

The Physical Unit:
The unit can be customized in any available color or finish with the addition of decals 
and/or logos. The unit can be engineered to fit a wide variety of product weights and sizes. 
The unit size can be customized for heights up to 30 feet, widths up to 4 feet, and a unit 
capacity of 1400 pounds. 


